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In these verses if an appointed one of Allah calls you to Mubahila and you 

ignore it and then speak ill of that appointed one, Allah has called those 
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individuals the mischief makers i.e. if they then turn away, then remember 

Allah fully knows the mischief-makers. 

 

Listeners, Ibne Kathir mentions in his commentary of Sura al-e-Imran : 

Hadhrat Isa (as) not having a father is no big issue, Allah says, I created 

Adam without a father or a mother, I made a sculpture out of clay, and 

said ‘Be’ and it came into being immediately. So being born of a mother is 

no big issue, as I have created without the agency of a mother or a father. 

If being born without the agency of a father makes Hadhrat Isa (as) a god, 

then what about Hadhrat Adam (as), Surely Hadhrat Isa (as) needs to be 

removed from this deified status. 

 

Hadhrat Adam (as) was created without the agency of a father or mother, 

and Eve was created without the agency of a mother, and the remainder 

of mankind from both parents. Yet after the truth has been revealed and 

then ignored surely leads to deviation, and on matters of the status of the 

Holy Prophet (saw) you must not be amongst the skeptics. Allah then 

states that after such a detailed and undoubted explanation relating to 

Hadhrat Isa (as) then Allah instructs the Prophet (saw) to invite the 

individual to a duel of prayers (Mubahila) - that Come let us call our sons 

and your sons, and our women and your women etc…. and invoke the 

curse of Allah on the liar. 

 

This Verse was relating to the Christians of Najran deputation of 60 

individuals whose belief was that Jesus was the Son of God. 
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Listeners, this was the same ailment that the Mahmoudi Khalifas of Balae 

Damisk are suffering. 

 

Abu Jahl once relayed, If I see Muhammad (saw) praying in the Kaaba, I 

will subjugate his neck. The Holy Prophet (saw) said that if he attempted 

to do that, the angels would have prevented him from doing that. And 

what the Holy Qur’an said of the Jews, Ask for death for the liars and they 

asked for that, then surely they would all have died and become the 

inmates of hellfire. If the Christians of Najran had accepted the Invitation 

of Mubahila, then surely, they would not have lived or returned to their 

wives and children. 
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Then Holy Prophet (saw) wrote a letter to the Christians - 

In the name of Allah, This letter is from Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah to the 

Najran Christian leader. I Praise Allah, the Lord of Ibrahim, Isaac and Yaqub. I 

invite you to cease the worship of men, leave the Emirate of men and come to the Emirate 

of Allah, if you do not accept this then pay the Jizya (tax) and take caution, If you still 

do not accept then prepare for altercation. 

 

Listeners, Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as) whilst mentioning 

Mubahila challenge of Sura-e-Al-Imran, stated in Anjam-e-Atham (Ruhani 

Khazain Vol 11. P. 319-320) - The Correct manner in the invitation of Mubahila 

is that one who claims to be the Commissioned One of Allah (Mamur-e-Min Allah) 

but is called a liar or a disbeliever, has the right to invite to a duel of Prayers 

(Mubahila), but should not be just one or two people, rather a Jamaat, as is the 

conditions of Mubahila. 

 

In 1993, I made a claim and presented it by letter to Mirza Tahir Ahmad. 

He made no attempt to investigate it and without further ado, proclaimed 

it as satanic whispering and gave me the threat of expulsion from the 

Jamaat. These letters are in the Letter Section on alghulam.com. 

 

The So-called Caliphate has no basis in Ahmadiyyat. On the contrary, 

Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as) received revelation on 9th April 1907 

regarding Balae Damisk that has gripped the Jamaat of Mirza Sahib (as). 

These Khalifas/Qaids are the Leaders of Balae Damisk, the Hereditary 

Gaddi of their family (the Self-appointed Qiadat of Mirza Sahib’s Jamaat, 

deceiving the Ahmadis. After my claim Mirza Tahir Ahmad went to great 
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lengths to protect his Gaddi (Khilafat). Anyway, on the 12th December 

1997 Khutba, Mirza Tahir Ahmad announced his successor as Mirza 

Masroor Ahmad by saying “now you sit in my place and I'm going.” Listeners, 

by announcing this, he implied his wishes on whom to put in place as his 

successor. After the demise of Mirza Tahir Ahmad, Mirza Masroor 

Ahmad was pronounced the Khalifa of Bala Damisk. And like Yazid, his 

first step was to attack me, my family and my followers without checking 

my claim and lied about me and put false allegations, then cut us off and 

expelled us from the Jamaat of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maoud (as). (See the 

evidence in News No. 4 on alghulam.com). 

 

I disputed and invited Mirza Masroor Ahmad and his Yehudi Seerat 

Maulvis of Qabristani Jamaat to discussion for 15 years. The Holy Qur’an 

says to the believers, in Sura an-Nisa, If there is dispute between believers 

then find a solution in the light of the Holy Qur’an. I continued to invite 

these people to this in the light of the Qur’anic injunction for 15 years but 

they chose not to discuss anything with me. Listeners, I was left with no 

choice therefore according to the injunctions of the Holy Prophet (saw) 

and the Promised Messiah (as) on 8th February 2018, this humble one, 

invited Mirza Masroor Ahmad to the Mubahila. 

 

What was I to do, this person is not even prepared to talk. This person 

has expelled all my family, my members of Jamaat Ahmadiyya Islah Pasand 

and forbade anyone from the Jamaat Ahmadiyya Qabristan to speak to us. 

I am going to read to you the text of the conditions of the Mubahila to 

you: O Ahmadi and Ghair Ahmadi Muslim Brethren After attempts to converse 
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with Jamaat Ahmadiyya Qadian Ke Khalifon and their Maulvis, this humble one in 

the current year 2018 , 8th February, in accordance with the Sunnah of my beloved 

Prophet (saw) and my Spiritual Mother, the Muhammadi Maryam Hadhrat Mirza 

Ghulam Ahmad (as), in fulfilment of his sunnah (tradition) to settle a decision between 

myself and the Qadiani Jamaat. I have invited Mirza Masroor Ahmad towards 

Mubahila. 

(Article 125 -on alghulam.com 17th February 2018) - Abdul Ghaffar Janbah 

Open invitation to Mubahila for Mirza Masroor Ahmad.  

 

Also Check the Khutbah Jumaah of 16th February 2018 in relation to the 

truth and falsehood, an open invitation to Mubahila for Mirza Masroor 

Ahmad. 

 

In the matter of Mubahila, 

1. I Abdul Ghaffar Janbah Maoud Zaki Ghulam e Masih uz Zaman i.e. 

Musleh Mauood, claims and have faith in the fact that Mirza Bashirrudin 

Mahmoud Ahmad was false and a liar, because Maoud Zaki Ghulam e 

Masih uz Zaman was not born in the household of Muhammadi Maryam 

Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as). 

This Maoud Zaki Ghulam, i.e. Musleh Maoud and Maseele Mubarak 

Ahmad was meant to be born after his final glad tiding of 6-7th November 

1907. The Maoud Zaki Ghulam Masih uz Zaman is this humble one, 

Abdul Ghaffar Janbah. 

Versus 

I, Mirza Masroor Ahmad Khalifatul Masih Khamis claims and have firm 

faith that my maternal grandfather Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmoud Ahmad 
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is the Musleh Maoud, Maoud Zaki Ghulam and Maseele Mubarak Ahmad 

that was promised in the Ilhami Peshgoi of 20th February 1886, and Abdul 

Ghaffar Janbah in his claim as Zaki Ghulam-e-Masih-uz-Zaman, i.e. 

Musleh Maoud is a complete liar and deceiver. 

2. I, Abdul Ghaffar Janbah, Zaki Ghulam e Masih uz Zaman, i.e. Musleh 

Maoud claim and have firm faith that in Ummate Muhammadiyya, the 

Khilafat of Mujadideen is the Khilafat ala Minhaj e Nubuwwat and the 

first Mujaddid and Khalifa of this dispensation was Hazrat Umar bin 

Abdul Aziz (Rehum Allah) and Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as) was 

the 13th Khalifa of this dispensation, i.e. The Mujaddid of his century, 

Mujaddid Alfe Akhar, Masih-e-Maoud and Imam Mahdi. And the 14th 

Khalifa of this dispensation and the fulfiller of the revealed prediction of 

20th February 1886 is the Mujaddid of the 15th Century, the Zaki 

Ghulam-e-Masih-uz-Zaman , ie. Musleh Maoud. 

 

In Reply to this: 

I, Mirza Masroor Ahmad, Khalifatul Masih Khamis declare and have firm 

faith that after the demise of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maoud (as) and Imam 

Mahdi (as), the Khilafat of Jamaat-e-Ahmadiyya, the Series that began, is 

in accordance with the Traditions of the Holy Prophet (saw) and is the 

Khilafat-Ala Minhaj-e-Nabuwwat and according to Khilafat-Ala Minhaj-

e-Nubuwwat reference, Abdul Ghaffar Janbah’s claim is completely 

wrong and misleading. 

3. I, Abdul Ghaffar Janbah, Zaki Ghulam-e-Masih-uz-Zaman, ie. Musleh 

Maoud, declare that according to the teachings and edicts (fatwas) of 

Hadhrat Masih-e- Maoud (as) that Hadith-e-Mujaddideen is not only a true 
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hadith, but also have faith that due to the virtues of this hadith, will 

prevent abrogation and inculcate restoration of the faith till the Day of 

Judgement, and denial of this Commandment of the Holy Prophet (saw) 

is not possible, Inshallah. 

 

In Reply to this: 

I, Mirza Masroor Ahmad, have firm faith that the Revelatory and 

Restorational Khilafat has come to an end after Hadhrat Masih-e-Maoud 

(as) and at the head of every century the Khilafat of Hadhrat Masih-e-

Maoud (as) is the only source through which Allah will raise a Mujaddid, 

and according to Hadith-e- Mujaddideen, Abdul Ghaffar Janbah’s claim is 

a complete lie and misleading. 

4. I Abdul Ghaffar Janbah, Zaki Ghulam-e-Masih-uz-Zaman, ie. Musleh 

Maoud declare and have firm faith that Mirza Bashiruddin and his 

Successors are not Allah’s Chosen Khalifas and neither is their Khilafat, 

Khilafat-ala-Minhaj-e-Nubuwwat, rather they are malevolent, 

hoodwinkers and the worthless leaders of Balae Damisk. 

 

In response to this, 

I, Mirza Masroor Ahmad Khalifatul Masih Khamis, declare and have firm 

faith that Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmoud and his Successors are Allah’s 

Appointed Khalifas and our Khilafat is the Khilafat-ala-Minhaj-e-

Nubuwwat and according to the definition of Khilafat-ala-Minhaj-e-

Nubuwwat, Abdul Ghaffar Janbah’s claim is a complete lie and 

misleading. 
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5. I, Abdul Ghaffar Janbah, claimant of Zaki Ghulam-e-Masih-uz-Zaman 

declare and have firm faith that the Ahmadi Qudrat-e-Sania is the 

reflection of the Muhammadi Qudrat-e-Sania. According to Hadith-e-

Mujaddideen the Revelatory and Restorational Khalifas are the 

Muhammadi Qudrat-e-Sania. The Ahmadiyya Qudrat-e-Sania is fulfilled 

by the Maoud Zaki Ghulam-e-Masih-uz-Zaman whose manifestation was 

revealed to Hadhrat Masih-e-Maoud (as) on 20th February 1886. And 

Mirza Bashirrudin Mahmoud Ahmad and his Successors are the fulfillers 

of the prophecy relating to the appearance of Maoud Balae Damisk. 

 

In reply to this: 

I, Mirza Masroor Ahmad, Khalifatul Masih Khamis, declare and have firm 

faith that we are the Successors of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maoud (as) and Imam 

Mahdi (as) and demonstrate the Qudrat-e-Sania (Second Manifestation) 

and according to the Hadith-e-Mujaddidden of the Holy Prophet (saw) 

Revelatory and Restorative Khilafat-ala-Minhaj-e-Nubuwwat and also 

declare that Abdul Ghaffar Janbah’s claim of Qudrat-e-Sania is false and 

misleading.  

 

These are the terms of the Mubahila (Prayer Duel) that this humble one 

has declared on Mirza Masroor Ahmad last year on 8th February 2018 and 

forwarded it to him. 

 

Oh my Almighty and Powerful Allah, give the decision between 

what is the truth and what is falsehood. 
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Oh my Powerful and Almighty one, you clearly know and 

understand who is truthful in Creed, Claim and Statements and who 

is false, a liar, hoodwinker and a cheat between, I, Abdul Ghaffar 

Janbah, claimant of Zaki Ghulam-e- Masih-uz-Zaman, i.e. Musleh 

Maoud of Jamaat Ahmadiyya Islah Pasand and Mirza Masroor 

Ahmad, leader of Jamaat Ahmadiyya Qadian, Khalifatul Masih 

Khamis.  

Oh Allah, the One that is truthful and practicing according to his 

Creed, claim and statements, I pray that you make him, his loved 

ones and family, and his Jamaat blessed, and show your Mercy on 

them, but show us a Miracle as a sign from the Heavens. 

Oh Allah, from amongst us, whoever is a liar and a cheat and 

deceiver in his statements, Curse be on them, their family and their 

leaders, destroy them but make them a Sign of Admonition for all to 

see (Ameen). 

Oh my Lord, make a clear distinction between Truth and Lies and 

show us, for you know who is Righteous and Truthful 

Oh My Lord, my nation has brandished me a liar, make a firm 

decision between me and them and grant me and those who are 

believers Salvation along with me. 

Oh my Lord, between my nation and me, make a righteous decision 

as you are the best of decisions makers. (Ameen). 

 

O Ahmadi Brethren and Non-Ahmadi Muslim Brethren. 

1. This humble one wrote to Qaid Mirza Masroor Ahmad this past year 

2018, that this humble one, his family and 11 members of Majlise Shura 
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have signed the aforementioned Mubahila and on this 8th February 2018, 

presented it Signed and sealed at your service. 

And I pray that you and your family members, including 11 members of 

your Majlise Shura will sign next to their names and like this humble one, 

sign with your seal and will return it to this humble one by 28th February 

2018. And we both demonstrate through prayers that may Allah decide 

between truth and the liar and grant us a decision before one year ending 

28th February 2019. 

Dear Ahmadi brothers and non-Ahmadi muslims, and Captives of the 

Graveyard (Aseer) of the Qabristani Jamaat, Mirza Masroor Ahmad, the 

so-called Khalifa of Jamaat Ahmadiyya Qabristan (Graveyard), just like the 

Christians of Najran did not accept the Mubahila and has fled from the 

Arena. The no-good leader of Balae Damisk, Mirza Masroor Ahmad, has 

proven beyond doubt and has sealed his fate, of who is the liar and 

deceiver. 

This humble one’s truthfulness has been proven right by their actions and 

inactions. - All Praise belongs to Allah Lord of All the Worlds. 

2. The Christians of Najran didn't accept the Mubahila but accepted to pay 

the Jizya. But the leader of Balae Damisk, Mirza Masroor Ahmad did not 

accept the invitation of Mubahila and neither did he recant his distorted 

creed to this day. 

3. Now you all decide who is truthful and who is the liar. The one who 

invites to Mubahila is truthful or the one who flees from the arena. 

4. Listeners, If Mirza Masroor Ahmad in this matter of Mubahila comes 

under the Grip of Allah, the Qabristani Murrabis of Yahudi Sifaat (the 

Honey Badgers of the Graveyard) will immediately put spin on it and say 
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Mirza Masroor Ahmad didn't sign the Mubahila. They will say this 

punishment has nothing to do with the Mubahila and will beat their drums 

saying we didn't sign the Mubahila. This humble one also stated in the 

Mubahila, that in the event that Mirza Masroor Ahmad and his cohorts do 

not sign the Mubahila, then in the courtroom of Allah the Mubahila will 

still stand from the 8th February 2018. And pledged to Allah that 

regardless of whether the Qabristani Balae Damisk sign or not, may Allah 

grant his decision by 28th February 2019, and Inshallah Allah will grant us 

a decision. 

 

I wish to inform you that Khaksar, is a humble person and has always 

rushed to help anyone in need. I was chosen by Allah, I haven't made this 

claim of my own volition and the mistreatment me and my followers have 

received at the hands of Mirza Tahir Ahmad and now Mirza Masroor 

Ahmad left me no choice but to seek Allah’s help. Therefore, regardless 

of whether Mirza Masroor Ahmad signs or not, Allah will decide our fates. 

But remember, the So-called Khalifas, their Yehudi Sift Mullahs 

(Murrabis) the Aseer (Ahmadi Captives of the Graveyard Jamaat) 

are all Allah’s creation. Whether he punishes them or not is his 

decision, not mine. My prayers are that these people have been cruel 

towards me and my family and enough is enough, but the decision 

is for Allah to decide. 

 

On the email forum, the Honey Badgers of the graveyard are counting the 

days of the Mubahila. This humble one has already stated that Mirza 
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Masroor Ahmad not signing the Mubahila is ample evidence of him being 

a liar. 

 

O my Ahmadi and non-Ahmadi Brethren and the Prisoners of the 

Ahmadiyya Qabristan, your Khalifa who fled the arena and ignored 

the Mubahila, has verified without doubt that the so-called Khalifas 

are liars and have no creed and this humble one is righteous and 

truthful. I am standing in the arena and challenging them. 

 

O Ahmadiyya Qabristani Honey Badgers, I ask you that although 

your Khalifa chose not to sign the Mubahila, if he stands at the 

Podium of the Prophet and states in his 11th January 2019 Sermon, 

that Abdul Ghaffar Janbah is a liar and my creed is the truth and I 

accept his Mubahila. Just state these words. Then Inshallah, Allah 

will resolve the verdict of this Mubahila in this humble ones favour. 

I promise you that he wouldn't dare state these words because you 

may not know, but he certainly knows that he is liar and deceiver. 

 

Listeners, Allah reminds us in Sura al-Ma’idah Ayat 9. 
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O Ahmadi brethren and non-Ahmadi Muslim brethren and in 

particular my Captive brethren of Jamaat Ahmadiyya Qabristan. In 

the aforementioned ayat, Jamaat Ahmadiyya Islah Pasand and 

Jamaat Ahmadiyya, take note and pay attention, your Khalifa has 

fled from this Mubahila - Announce this, as he has fled and this 

humble one awaits in the arena and sent him packing. I have done 

this Mubahila in exact accordance with the teachings of the Holy 

Prophet (saw) and Hadhrat Masih-e-Maoud (as). 

 

Oh my dear Prisoners of Ahmadiyyat according to the testimony of 

Sura al-Ma’idah will you give justice to the truth of the Mubahila 

challenge between this humble one and the so-called Khalifa - will 

you bear witness to it? May Allah grant you the ability to bear 

witness. 

 

Listeners, I extended my Mubahila to the Qabristanis that continue their 

diatribe on the email forum, the following four have also fled. See the 

evidence on alghulam.com News 125. 

 

Khalid M. D. (Lanati - Accursed) 

Akram Khalid (Lanati) 

Khalid Vasti (Lanati) 

Malik Munawar Hussain (Lanati) 

Also Inamul Haqq and company - 

Wadood Ahmad Ghumman 

Mubarak Choudhary of Canada 
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Maulvi Zafar Ahmad Salih 

Inamul Haqq 

 

These four have received the Mubahila , they too have fled but continue 

their diatribe on the email forum. Qabristani Umar Farooq, this is an 

extremely accursed individual who sent a thousand curses to this humble 

one. He too is party to the Mubahila- but as per usual, fled the arena. News 

128 and 129 - alghulam.com - see the evidence for yourself. He didn't dare 

to sign the Mubahila. This person was so accursed that he wrote a 

Mubahila from himself and sent it to me. I accepted it and signed it. 

 

Dear Aseer Ahmadi brethren, these accursed people have cut their noses 

by fleeing. Humiliation and dishonour has made them appear like 

monkeys and swine. They will always speak rubbish, not looking at their 

actions. I request Islah Pasand Jamaat to remind them of their actions, the 

responses relating to the Mubahila are exactly as stated. Not only have 

they cut their noses but have fled the arena of Mubahila, humiliated and 

dishonoured. This humble one, like his Spiritual mother, the Muhammadi 

Maryam Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as) humbles himself in 

prostration for Allah’s guidance. Just take note for a moment, would a true 

Khalifa of Mirza Sahib (as) flee the arena, hiding his face. 

 

Abridged Translation by Syed Aqeel Zakria 

Jamaat Ahmadiyya Islah Pasand. 

Taleem Department. 


